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  Market Report

Outlook for the Week of   

March 4, 2013

The beginning of March is here and Chicago is looking at a snow-
storm. According to the forecast, we’re looking at anywhere fro 4-10 
inches tonight and into tomorrow morning. This means, that while 
we’re going to try to make sure you all get your produce on time, 
we can’t make any guarantees if the weather isn’t cooperating. Stay 
tuned to see how much snow we actually get, but just a heads up, be 
please patient if we’re running little late, we’re going to do our best.  

Apples are steady and quality is excellent. New York continues to 
pack Gold Delicious, Reds, Red Romes, McIntosh, and Empires; 
all with fair availability. Washington Reds are heavy to extra-fancy 
88/100’s and lower, and some shippers are packing a few hail-grade 
Reds. Golden Delicious is also heavy to extra-fancy 88/100’s; lower 
grade Golden availability remains fair on 88’s and larger and light 
on 100’s and smaller. Granny-Smiths are peaking on 64-80’s and 
the higher grades. Galas are still peaking on 80-100’s and Washing-
ton extra-fancy grade, and demand remains very strong. Fujis are 
producing more of the Washington extra-fancy grade, and volume is 
higher, so continue to look for deals with this variety. Pink-Ladys, 
Cameos, Jonagolds, Braeburns, Romes, Jazz, and the other variet-
ies are available. Pears are steady with good quality. Washington 
D’Anjou’s are still peaking on larger sizes and US#1 grade. Wash-
ington Bartletts are still producing mostly US#1 110’s but supplies 
are light. Bosc and Red Pears are still available. 

Asparagus is softer. Pricing is down on standard and large, as sup-
plies have picked up from Mexico. California has begun production, 
and pricing is higher. Jumbo and Extra Large sizing will be tight 
throughout the week. Peruvian Grass is available in LA. If load-
ing is an option in Miami, Peruvian Grass is available. Supplies 
are expected to be good throughout the week for Mexican product. 
Mexican Avocado supplies are good, although harvest and crossing 
into the US has slowed forcing the market to firm upward. Mexico 
remains the major supplier to the states, however California is be-
ginning harvests and will slowly increase volume.

Western Green Bells are unsettled, with indications the market is 
moving upward on large fruit, and adequate supplies of choice and 
smaller fruit.

Market Report The open field Colored Red and Gold Bell markets are trending up-
ward due to transitioning and/or gapping. Supplies are adequate and 
mostly big fruit is available as some new acreage comes online. The 
Eastern Bell market remains stable with no real expected.

The Strawberry market is steady out of California, and supplies 
are slightly better due to warm weather over the weekend. Rain 
and cooling temps are coming back into growing areas, so look for 
the market and supplies to tighten back up as this week moves on. 
Mexican supplies are winding down quickly and will finish up in 
the next two weeks. Florida growers are dealing with a wide range 
of quality with an unsettled market, and the forecast is calling for 
thunderstorms. Raspberry supplies are light for all shippers but will 
slowly improve as we get into March. The market is firm but steady, 
and quality is being reported as good with a few fair lots showing 
up. Blackberry supplies are limited due to warm weather in Mexico, 
which has the market slowly firming up. Quality is fair with a few 
good lots. Blueberries have good supplies and moderate demand has 
this market steady. Quality is good to fair depending on the lot. The 
main pack size is switching into 11oz.

Broccoli is steady and overall quality is good. Suppliers have picked 
up on bunched product and crowns. Santa Maria, Phoenix, and Santa 
Maria are the main growing regions. Demand will dictate where this 
market will go, but for now, pricing is steady. California Carrot sup-
plies and markets are steady, and demand remains good. Cauliflower 
is stronger and demand has picked up. Smaller sizing is more readily 
available and better deals are being offered on sixteen counts. There 
have been minimal complaints on brown spotting as the product 
overall has been clean. The availability is expected to be moderate 
for the entire week.

The Desert Lemon crop is finished for the season, and Ventura and 
the Central Valley are now the producing areas. Volume is good on 
all sizes, and quality is good. Navel Orange volume, quality, and 
flavor are all good. Fruit is currently peaking heavy to the Fancy 
grade and on 88’s/72’s/113’s, with 56’s and larger tightening. Lime 
supplies are light with some quality issues showing. Cold temps in 
the growing regions of Mexico have slowed growth. The market is 
active continues to firm. 

Western Cucumbers are very unsettled, and are experiencing a gap 
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One of my earliest appearances is estimated to have been around 3400 BC.  My first 
sighting was in Tehuacan in southern Mexico.  Almost immediately someone spotted 
me in Peru.  Today I am primarily cultivated in South America and Europe.  For the 
most part I am a long trailing or climbing plant, but a few of my relatives do the bushy 
thing.  Yellow flowers and large shallowly lobed leaves protect me from the elements and 
snoopy passers-by.  As a member of the cushaw family I have a smooth, nutty taste that 
is well complimented by cinnamon or nutmeg.  By category, winter is in my name, but 
I am harvested during two other seasons.  When harvested in summer I am tender and 
best suited for stewing, boiling, or baking in a pie.  When I am harvested in autumn it is 
often fashionable to split me in half, parboil me (yooouch!), then stuff and bake me.  My 
second harvest yields good meat for jams, preserves, or pickles.  I am best when 10 to 12 
inches long and about 5 inches in diameter.  With a body shaped like a pear, my pale, tan, 
smooth skin peels easily to reveal my beautiful, finely textured, sweet, orange flesh (stay 
away if my skin is tinted green; it means I’m not yet ready).  I am a great source of beta-
carotene I am also a good source of Iron Riboflavin along with vitamins A & C.

Produce Quiz

Last Quiz Answer:  Sprouts

due to bloom drop from cold weather. Supplies will get better by 
week’s end. Eastern Cucumbers are very strong because of limited 
availability out West and cool temps in the Honduran growing 
regions have limited those off shore supplies. Shippers will likely 
take advantage of this situation, and keep prices at the higher 
levels until the domestic deal starts in a few days. Eggplant Mar-
ket is on an upward tick. Demand has picked up slightly, and the 
market is gaining strength as supplies out of South Florida begin 
to dwindle.

Grape shippers continue to price based on quality. Quality 
problems include splits and soft, wet berries at the low end of the 
pricing. The east coast has good availability of product mostly 
med and med/lg fruit. Green Grapes remain limited with pricing 
now in the 20’s.  Globes have good availability, and Black Grapes 
are becoming more limited with higher prices. Celery is steady; 
shippers have better availability on large sizing and pricing has 
become competitive. The smaller sizes have decent supplies. The 
supplies out of all areas are expected to be moderate to good for 
the rest of the week.
 
Green Onions are softer, and supplies are stronger with all suppli-
ers out of the Mexico region. There are still a few quality com-
plaints however they continue to become less frequent. Yellow 
Onions are steady and demand remains fair. A few shippers are 
offering volume deals on Reds and Yellows. Jumbo Yellows are 
still the peak size in the northwest.  Mexican Sweet Yellows are 
slightly lower again and are still being pulled down by the weaker 
storage market. Northwest Red Onions are lower. Red storage 
supplies remain low but the demand has been light. Mexico is 
still crossing a few Reds and that market is also lower. Whites are 
steady with some light supplies. Overall, Onion quality has been 
good in both areas and all colors.

Leaf Lettuce is up on Romaine, and demand exceeds supply. Blis-
ter and peel continues to exist on the production of this commod-
ity; with an industry-wide common characteristic of 8-10 leaves of 
blister and 2-3 leaves with brown blister. Green and Red Leaf are 
plentiful. Escalated pricing continues on all on all Romaine items. 
The Iceberg market is stronger, and many suppliers continue 
to pack thirty count cartons (average weight of 39-42 lbs) at a 
savings of seven to eight dollars. Please keep this in mind. There 
are still complaints on mechanical damage, pink ribbing, and 
epidermal peel. The desert region continues to be the main area 
of production for this commodity, and Huron is expected to begin 
production at the end of March.
   
Cantaloupe is limited with only large product available.  Most 
Guatemalan shippers are between fields with the limited quantities 
coming out of Honduras. Small fruit will have little to no avail-
ability again this week, and the market is very firm. Offshore and 
Mexican Honeydew is limited, with mostly large fruit available. 
The next few weeks will have limited availability, and the market 
is very firm. Watermelon is extremely unsettled and trending 
upward. The North districts are expected to start the first weeks of 
March, but until then, supplies will be extremely light. Availability 
on seeded watermelon is sporadic.

Idaho Potatoes are steady and demand is light. Volume deals are 
still there on number-two’s and larger counts. Idaho continues 
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  Market Report, Cont’d... to peak on 70-count and larger. Most Idaho shippers are still packing 
Burbanks while only a few are running Norkotahs. Washington remains 
steady on all sizes and they continue to peak on the larger counts. Colo-
rado is steady on all sizes and is producing more of 70-count and larger. 
The russet quality has been good to excellent in all areas. Bakersfield, 
California continues packing Reds & Golds but has finished with 
whites. Both California varieties are heavier to A-size. Washington, 
Wisconsin, and North Dakota continue packing red & gold potatoes and 
they are all mostly steady. All areas have better availability on A-size. 
North Dakota & Washington are coming to the end of the season. Flori-
da is packing reds, golds, and now white as well. They are all heavier to 
A-size and the market is slightly lower for all colors. The colored potato 
quality has been fairly good to excellent in all areas.

The Squash supplies have been interrupted because of recent weather 
disturbances have hampered production in some growing areas. Sup-
plies will be light for at couple of weeks. Some areas are experiencing 
bloom drop gaps but, for the most part production has slowed until 
weather returns to its seasonal averages. Pollination issues in recent 
weeks coupled with now near freezing temperatures in south Florida 
have devastated Squash fields. Last week’s tight market has turned into 
this week’s total lack of availability. No Florida growers are picking 
Monday and volume will be determined on a day-by-day basis. Strong 
winds over the weekend have caused some scarring issues as well.

Persimmons are finishing up with limited sizes available. Off shore 
Peaches, Plums, and Nectarines are available with good supplies. West-
ern Tomatoes are in light supply and fairly good demand, which has 
caused the market to firm up this week. There is a wide range of quality 
and color available. Florida has experienced some rain and cool weather 
that has caused some bloom drop in the Ruskin area, which may lead 
to lower volumes come April. Currently the supply for smaller product 
is tighter than for larger sizes but the fruit that is available are reported 
of good quality. Demand for Cherry and Grape Tomatoes are good with 
the market slightly higher.
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